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Meet Tom Kelly - Founder of Charity Auctions Today. He has been oneMeet Tom Kelly - Founder of Charity Auctions Today. He has been one
of our clients and it makes all the effort worth it when we hear suchof our clients and it makes all the effort worth it when we hear such
kind words from them. Tom hired two of our developers - one forkind words from them. Tom hired two of our developers - one for
frontend and backend each - to build his website from scratchfrontend and backend each - to build his website from scratch
including the web app for the auction platform. We worked hand-in-including the web app for the auction platform. We worked hand-in-
hand with Tom, and our expertise and his feedback steered the projecthand with Tom, and our expertise and his feedback steered the project
to its desired destination on time.to its desired destination on time.
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Acquaint is at the forefront of digital innovation. We are a full-serviceAcquaint is at the forefront of digital innovation. We are a full-service
website & website & mobile app development companymobile app development company committed to delivering committed to delivering
cutting-edge solutions that empower businesses & individuals to thrivecutting-edge solutions that empower businesses & individuals to thrive
in the digital age. With a talented team of developers, designers, andin the digital age. With a talented team of developers, designers, and
technologists, we have a proven track record of crafting exceptionaltechnologists, we have a proven track record of crafting exceptional
digital experiences. Besides leveraging our knowledge of the latestdigital experiences. Besides leveraging our knowledge of the latest
technologies & exposure to several industries, the fact that we aretechnologies & exposure to several industries, the fact that we are
official Laravel, Statamic & Bagisto partners and have a globalofficial Laravel, Statamic & Bagisto partners and have a global
presence in India, the USA & the UK helps us deliver next-generationpresence in India, the USA & the UK helps us deliver next-generation
solutions. We craft digital experiences that leave a lasting impression.solutions. We craft digital experiences that leave a lasting impression.
With a team of highly skilled developers, designers, and creativeWith a team of highly skilled developers, designers, and creative
thinkers, we specialize in transforming your ideas into reality. Wethinkers, we specialize in transforming your ideas into reality. We
empower businesses & individuals through well-tested, bug-free, high-empower businesses & individuals through well-tested, bug-free, high-
quality and innovative solutions delivered timely. We specialise in realquality and innovative solutions delivered timely. We specialise in real
estate & eCommerce solutions.estate & eCommerce solutions.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/acquaint-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/acquaint-
softtech-private-limited-18221softtech-private-limited-18221
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